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Chapter 2 – Native Data Types, Memory, Addressing, and the CPU
Identifiers are simply what we call pieces of code and data. Identifiers must start with a letter followed
by any number of alphanumerics (0‐9 & a‐z) and/or underscores. Identifiers make code readable; so
instead of saying a piece of data is located at memory address 19864, we can just refer to it as
lineNumber. And if you add more code, the compiler can automatically adjust that number rather than
you having to do it manually. It is also best practice to follow naming conventions; these tend to vary
depending on the language. The conventions generally make reading code a little easier. Because
compilers are pretty quick, we have a lot of memory, and there are auto‐complete features in IDE’s;
there is no excuse to use cryptic identifiers such as ln instead of lineNumber. For multi‐word identifiers,
we can capitalize the start of a new word or use underscores, such as line_number. Finally, you can’t
use identifiers that are reserved words or keywords such as if, for, and switch. Note that identifiers are
case‐sensitive; when you have an error with an identifier, make sure the case matches.
Exercises: Put all the non‐coding answers into a single Word document for this chapter.
Exercise 2.1: Find the link to the naming conventions and reserved words (can also try
keywords) for your chosen language. Also name 4 reserved words.
It doesn’t matter which language you choose, the basic native data types are: integers, floating‐point
numbers, and characters. The computer treats EVERYTHING as numbers. The basic unit of memory is a
byte which is typically 8 bits. A bit is either 0 or 1; its value depends on the bit position. This is similar to
decimal places; a digit in the hundreds place has a different value than a digit in the ones place. 8 bits
hold integer values between 0 to 255 for unsigned or ‐128 to 127 for signed. An int type is generally
defined as the data bus size. So for a 32‐bit processor that is 4 bytes (4,294,967,296) and a 64‐bit
processor is 8 bytes (1.85 x 1019). The first Apple, Commodore, and Atari had 8‐bit processors. The first
IBM PC had a 16‐bit processor. The address bus can have a different number of bits than the data bus.
Currently, we can’t have 1.85 x 1019
bytes of RAM (18 Giga‐Giga bytes), so
the address bus is typically smaller than
the data bus. The 8‐bit processors of
yesteryear typically had a 16‐bit address
bus that means that it had 216 or 64K of
RAM. Choosing data and address bus
sizes is a matter of what is practical.
Each bit has to be physically wired from
the Central Processing Unit (CPU) to
memory and I/O (Input/Output).
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Because the computer represents
numbers with bits, it is useful to
understand
binary
and
hexadecimal numbers:

Converting the same number
(10011011B), we group the digits
by 4, starting from the right:
1011 = B (the last 4 digits)
1001 = 9 (the first 4 digits)
So 10011011B = 9BH
When the context is obviously hexadecimal, you can leave out the (H).
Another way of specifying hexadecimal is with a ($), so $9B.
Exercise 2.2: Find the decimal and hexadecimal value of the binary value: 10101101B
Characters are nothing more than
numbers. These numbers are associated
with indexing into a font. So, here are the
ASCII codes. If you are doing different
languages (human, not computer), then
you will have to switch to Unicode; there
are no specific number of bytes for
Unicodes.
Knowing the codes is useful when you are
trying to debug your program.
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The hardest type of native data type to understand is floats (float or double) but they are the easiest to
use, however they are also easy to mis‐use (more on this later). The easiest description is that it is
similar to scientific notation, but done in binary. Most computers follow IEEE 754 convention for
floating point. You are not required to know this format, just understand that looking at the binary
value generally doesn’t easily make sense. Depending on what type of precision and how many
calculations are necessary, dictates whether you need a float or double. The more calculations you do,
the more likely you need to use double to avoid rounding errors; this is because every time you do a
calculation, you are likely to lose some precision.
Exercise 2.3: Find a link to a description of IEEE 754 and tell me how many significant decimal
digits are in a 32‐bit float and a 64‐bit float.
The last native data type is boolean. The number of bits depends on the compiler and language. It holds
a truth value: true or false. The actual values are non‐zero for true and zero for false. Booleans will be
covered in detail later.
Variables are defined using identifiers. Again, the compiler assigns a memory location for you.
Depending on what you are defining, it uses a certain amount of bytes to hold the data. If the data is
the bus size, then we call this a word, similar but not identical to an int. So on a 32‐bit CPU, 32 bits is a
word. And on a 64‐bit CPU, 64 bits is a word. Why do we want variables? – The computer can really
only do on calculation at a time, so when we do a calculation, we need to store it somewhere while we
do other calculations. The more complex an algorithm, the more variables we need to perform the
algorithm.
Exercise 2.4: Look back at the naming conventions and name 2 of them for variables.
Methods (or procedures or functions) are also defined using identifiers. This simplest way to view
methods is a piece of code that is usually re‐usable. So, instead of writing several lines of code to find
the maximum number in one list and writing several more lines of code to find the maximum number in
another list. It is best to write a method that finds a maximum in a list and just call it for each list; also,
this is good coding practice because if you code it correctly, you can just keep using it without having to
worry about getting the wrong result. The standard libraries have common methods that do a lot of
work for you, so it is important to understand how to use and create them, eg: abs(x), sin(x), cos(x),
sqrt(x), ...
Exercise 2.5: Look back at the naming conventions and name 2 of them for methods.
Printing just strings isn’t very useful. To make programs useful, it needs to compute and/or evaluate
things. For mathematic expressions, it follows the rules of BEDMAS. So 3+4*7‐12/2 is evaluated as
3+(4*7)‐(12/2) = 3+28‐6 = 25. When you want a method to return a value, you must specify what type
of variable or object that is being returned; and the method must return a value for every return
statement otherwise you will get an error. Look at Example_2_1 and notice the difference between
printing with and without quotes.
Exercise 2.6: Modify Example_2_2 to include subtract, multiply, and divide methods; make
the printout similar to add. Do not print the solution as strings. Sample printout:
adding 14 + 7 = 21
subtracting 14 – 7 = 7
multiplying 14 * 7 = 98
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dividing 14 / 7 = 2

There aren’t too many interesting things that we can do until we learn some more ways to control the
computer. The previous example is known as hard‐coded computing (things don’t change). To make it
more useful, we have the user enter values (interactive programming). Always prompt the user for
input, so that they know what should be entered, especially for sentinels.
Exercise 2.7: Modify Example_2_3 to include the square and cube methods; make a printout
that prints the number, its square, and its cube on a single line with blank spaces between
them. You only need to enter a single value; two values aren’t necessary. Sample printout:
Enter number: 5
Number: 5 Square: 25

Cube: 125

Programs that terminate after one set of input aren’t too useful. We can use do..while and if statements
to loop until a sentinel is entered. These statements will be fully explained later, but for now we want
to be able to generate better behaving programs. A sentinel is simply checking for a certain value; a
value that we won’t normally use in calculations. In the follow example, we enter the number as a
string so that we don’t exclude any numbers and we can check the sentinel as a string. If the string isn’t
the sentinel, then we go ahead and convert it to a number.
Exercise 2.8: Modify Exercise_2_4 to include the additive inverse (the negative) of a number.
Sample printout:
Enter number (Q to quit): 5
Number: 5 Additive Inverse: -5
Enter number (Q to quit): -8
Number: -8 Additive Inverse: 8
Enter number (Q to quit): Q

Scope
Here is some pseudocode to look at methods (pseudocode is just instructions that are written in human
form rather than in a computer language). When variables are declared inside a method, they are local
to that method and only exist from the time the method is entered to the time it exits. If variables are
not declared inside any method, then they are global and last as long as the program is executing. The
main learning point is understanding where the variables are allocated rather than how the rest of the
code works:
Let A=24.
Let B=64.
Call common denominator of A and B.
Print CD of A and B.

CPU’s have a program counter (PC) that points to the next instruction; once an instruction is completed,
it goes to the following instruction. So, it would start off at “Let A=24” and execute it. Now the PC
points to “Let B=64” and execute it. Now the PC points to the call instruction, but the common
denominator method is located somewhere else in memory; so the PC needs to change to that memory
address, but how does it get back to our next instruction which is “Print CD?” Well, the stack is here to
save us; it is a section of memory that uses a data structure called Last In/First Out (LIFO). The CPU
stores the address of “Print CD” on the stack before calling the “Common Denominator” method, then it
calls the “Common Denominator” method. Once the method is complete, it grabs the “Print CD”
address off the stack and puts it into the PC. Then the PC happily executes the “Print CD” command.
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Exercise 2.9: modify Example_2_5 to get user input and loop until a sentinel is entered.
Sample printout:
Enter first number (Q to quit): 75
Enter second number: 35
GCD(75, 35) = 5
Enter first number (Q to quit): q

It’s easy to make everything global and not do any parameter passing. But when you create larger
programs, you will have to keep on creating more identifiers. Also, it is not possible to handle multi‐
tasking efficiently without local variables. So, take the time to learn about scope. Variables can also be
created with objects, but we will get to this later.
One thing to note about programming: when you see ‘=’, this is not an equation, it is an assignment.
For example, ‘x = x + 2’, in algebra, results in ‘0 = 2’ which is a false statement. In programming, let’s say
‘x = 7’; then ‘x = x + 2’ results in ‘x = 7 + 2’ meaning ‘x = 9’. So, although you may set a variable to a
certain value, it is likely to change values as the program is running. That’s why it is important to print
the value of variables or use the debugger to exam the variables as the program is running. Variable
actually means to change, so we use a variable to track the changes. In math, we tend to use variables
to represent an unknown quantity that we want to solve.
Visualizing code with flowcharts can make creating programs easier for some people, especially when
the logic is more complicated. This flowchart shows the instructions are executed one after another:
Start

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Stop
Email me the exercise source files (not the whole folder) when you are done.
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